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I am the gate of Abyssinia.
(na'ib Idris to Lord Valentia, 1805).1
The Sultan rules in Istanbul, the Pasha in Egypt, and Na'ib
Hasan in Massawa!
(na'ib Hasan to the Ottoman Governor of Massawa,
1840s).2

~

ou t a century following Ozdemir Pasha's conquest of
the ports of Massawa and Hirgigo in 1557, the Otto
an authorities devolved power to a locallypotent family
of the Bejja-descended Balaws and appointed its chief as their
na'ib, or 'deputy.' By the middle of the eighteenth century, the
na'ibs were able to develop their political power, impose their
authority and practically become the most powerful rulers in a
vast area extending between the Red Sea coast and the highland
plateau. Past historical accounts have often tended to portray
~, the lowland-based and Muslim na'ibs in a negative light, de
) scribing them as naturally inclined "warmongers," "greedy," "un
,!cooperative" and "unruly" elements, who were the primary cause
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of the incessant state of disorder and chaos between the north
ern borderlands of the historic Christian Ethiopian state and
the Red Se2 coast. Essentialist attitudes were partly rooted in
European travelers' and missionaries' accounts since the so
called religious wars of the sixteenth century - views that per
ceived the Ethiopian polity as an isolated and threatened bas
tion of 'civilization' in a hostile Muslim environment.' This ten
dency persisted and was prevalent among nineteenth-century
European observers. Numerous travelers and official envoys
wrote with prejudice against the na'ibs, some having been di
rectly inspired by James Bruce's late eighteenth-century nega
tive account, that, to some extent, replicated the biased mis
sionary reports of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries."
Some modern writers too denigrated the na'ibs, attributing
to them an innate hostile nature and portraying them as the
main factor for withholding the seemingly natural and inevi
table progression of an equally seemingly monolithic Ethio
pian state. In these writings the na'ibs "attack travelers," they
use "extortion," and they "encroach" upon territories. Similar
exploits applied by large imperial forces - be they Ethiopian,
Ottoman, Egyptian or European - seem all too normal and
legitimate. State- and empire-centric perspectives promote a
static and historically deterministic conception of the evolu
tion of the region whereby struggles are only normal between
large historic polities, each having its natural place and "reason
able" aspirations within these conflicts. Interestingly, today too
the independence of an Eritrean state is seen by some who are
sympathetic to (or locked within) the idea of a historically and
inescapably predominant 'Greater' Ethiopia in the region, as
something of an anomaly, an unnatural and therefore unviable
development in the recent history of the Horn of Africa."
This article joins a revisionist effort in the historiography
of northeast Africa - one that seeks to inscribe local historical
agents in the shaping and making of regional histories. Implicit
in this approach is an effort to transcend, or emphatically rna
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neuver away from the limiting boundaries to the historical imagi
nation characteristic of politically and ideologically-oriented
historiographical projects. Historian Frederick Cooper has called
for a writing of history forwards (as opposed to backwards,
from present to past) in order to avoid the traps of the manipu
lation of history that project present collectivities _such as states,
nations and ethnic groups - into the past." Accordingly, various
claims to the "Eritrean-ness" of this region from times imme
morial, or to the area's eternal belonging to a historic Ethiopian
state, or even claims such as those advanced by the British in
the 1940s, that the broader Muslim-majority lowland regions
are somehow organically associated with the Sudan, teach us
more about the political objectives and ideological agendas of
those advancing them than about any dispassionate aspiration
to imagine and evaluate those historical trajectories that have
seemingly less tangible use for the present.
In espousing this approach the article examines a region _
a frontier, or borderland territory - situated both on the mar
gins of the Ottoman Empire On the one hand, and on the pe
riphery of the different configurations of Christian highland
political formations (or the historic Ethiopian state) on the other,
from the 1600s to the 1850s. It reconstructs aspects of the his
tory of the regions that extend from Massawa and the Red Sea
coasts to the northern parts of the highland plateau, which are
situated today in the eastern parts of the modern Eritrean state.
My underlying outlook propounds that as a local-regional dy
nasty of power holders in control of a strategically important
region in between larger rivaling political entities, the na'ib family
struggled to promote its own interests, maneuvering between
diplomacy and force, constantly testing the limits of their au
thority. Consequently it succeeded in extending its influence _
perhaps hegemony - over societies in the region.
Departing from past vantage points that have focused on
the 'external' military and diplomatic struggles of large politi
cal entities and imperial powers - Ethiopian, Ottoman or Euro
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pean - for either access to the sea or a safe passage to the high
land plateau, the article writes the na'ibs and the region which
they dominated into the historical narrative. It places the na'ibs
at the center of the account, examines their political, economic,
social and religious bases of power in the region, and explores
the methods, meanings and limitations of their autonomy, au
thority and dominance until a renewed wave of imperialism in
northeast Africa and the Red Sea region in the middle of the
nineteenth century transformed and diminished their political
power. It argues that, among several outcomes, the ways by
which the na'ibs established and developed their control have
laid down the infrastructure of networks, alliances and spheres
of influence that gravitated towards Massawa as the chief ur
ban center in that region. The legacy of a decentralized and
indirect mode of Ottoman imperial control and the role of the
na'ibs in the region, molded political, commercial, social and
religious networks and fields of action which contributed di
rectly to the shaping of an interconnected and interrelated re
gion in the predominantly Muslim areas of eastern and north
ern Eritrea. Processes of a similar character occurred in other
provinces of the increasingly decentralized Ottoman Empire
where local regional power holders and magnate families con
tributed to the formation of regions through tax collection and
through the establishment and cementing of political and eco
nomic networks." The article makes extensive use of oral tradi
tions collected from the na'ibs and their associates by Werner
Munzinger (1832-75) in the mid-nineteenth century and by
Dante Odorizzi (1867-1917) in the early twentieth century, and
published in their narratives about the peoples of the area and
their history.

Before the 'Turks': the Balaw in Semhar
The origin of the Balaws points to the north of our area - spe
cifically the region of Sawakin in eastern Sudan, where a gradual
fusion between Bejja-speaking nomads and Arabs gave birth to
36
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a ruling stratum called "Balaw" (also 'Belew' and 'Balaw'). Evi
dence suggests that following a long period of famine in the
eastern Sudan at the end of the fourteenth century, the Balaw
began migrating southwards through the Tigre-speaking regions
of present-day western and northern Eritrea. Some groups con
tinued to the Semhar region in eastern Eritrea and further south
along the 'Afar coast down to Zayla.' The Balaw fused into lo
cal groups in all these regions, adopted local languages, and in
fluenced, to varying degrees, social and political configurations.
In some societies they attained positions of political preemi
nence and leadership."
Balaw historical traditions, collected by Werner Munzinger
in the middle of the nineteenth century, locate the gradual ar
rival of Balaw families in the coastal strip of Semhar in the
fifteenth century. According to these traditions, the Balaw Bayt
Yussuf was among the first notable families to move from the
Barka to the Semhar region following its expulsion by the Ja 'liin.
The family established its political ascendancy in the village of
Zaga as vassals of the bahr negash, the highland-based ruler of
the maritime province." Traditions further record that Hummad,
the son of Sayyid 'Amir Qunnu, who was Yussuf's servant in
Zaga, overthrew Yussuf with the assistance of Shaykh Mahmud
and became the leader of the Balaw in Semhar. Hummad then
moved to Hirgigo (also 'Arkiko' and 'Dokono'), situated several
kilometers south of Massawa on the coast.'? There, he estab
lished the supremacy of his family and founded the dynasty
which would carry the title of na'ib up to the twentieth cen
tury!'
The town of Hirgigo predated the arrival of the Balaw to
the region and was the most important port on that part of the
coast. Historically, it had replaced the ancient Axumite port of
Adulis, and later Zula, situated some fifty kilometers to the south.
As the Red Sea port closest to the highland plateau, Hirgigo
offered convenient access to coast7bound caravans coming from
the highlands and served as its gate of entrance. Hirgigo's other
37
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advantages were both its position facing the island-port of
Massawa, whose deep-water harbor suited larger seafaring ves
sels (hence access to long-distance water-borne shipping net
works), and its relatively good provision of water in an utterly
arid area. An early seventeenth-century Portuguese observer
reported that Hirgigo was a rather flourishing port consisting
of 400 houses constructed in clay and coarse grass and essen
tial to whoever was in possession of Massawa Island. The is
land-port indeed depended on Hirgigo for supplying it with
water and foodstuffs on a daily basis. Unlike Massawa, which
remained independent of highland political influence, at times
Hirgigo came under the attack of the babrnegash. 12
Oral traditions attribute the foundation of Hirgigo to the
Saho-speaking nomad group of 'Idda who, in some type of
association with elements of the holy Muslim clan Bayt Shaykh
Mahmud whose primary seat was Zula, settled in Hirgigo, which
offered a better port site than Zula. The association of the Balaw
with the Bayt Shaykh Mahmud, the two most prominent fam
ily-clans in Hirgigo at the period, is meaningful since the latter
cooperated closely with the na'ibs in their control of the re
gion. It exemplified the na'ibs' collaboration with various holy
Muslim families of the Semhar and Sahel in extending their
authority over societies of the region." These historical tradi
tions may also shed some light on the early history of Massawa's
inhabitants. Some of the Massawa families that claim to have
been among the first inhabitants of the town belong to the
Balaw Yussuf Hasab Allah and the Bayt Shaykh Mahmud."
The 'Adulay family, who is also thought of by many contempo
rary Massawans to be among the early settlers, came from Zula.
This data coincides with traditions of the foundation of Hirgigo
by originally Saho-speaking elements moving north from the
Zula region as well as with Balaw Yussuf Hasab Allah regional
supremacy in the sixteenth century. While Massawa's history
has unquestionably involved periods of flourishing and decline
in its earlier days, these shreds of evidence may point to a late
38
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fifteenth - early sixteenth century commercial and demographic
revival of the island-port. IS

Ottoman 'Indirect Rule' and the Autonomy of the
"Black N a'ib"
In 1557 OZdemir Pasha conquered Massawa Island and the port
of Hirgigo and made them one of the sandjaks (administrative
district) of the Ottoman province of Habesh (Habe? eyaleti),
which had been established two years earlier with its center in
16
Sawakin. The broader background to this event should be
viewed through the prism of Ottoman-Portuguese Struggles
of power in the Red Sea basin, which followed the Ottoman
occupation of Egypt and western Arabia in 1516-17. After hav
ing established their control over the two southern Red Sea
ports and a stretch of the coast, in 1559 the Ottomans turned
inland and took Dabarwa, the capital of babr negash Yeshaq,
who ruled the maritime province for the King of Ethiopia. In
Dabarwa, they constructed a large congregational Friday mosque
and several other smaller ones. Encountering resistance and
pushed back by the bahr negash and highland forces, the Otto
mans remained briefly in the highlands. They did not however,
give up their ambition to establish their foothold on the pla
teau, and in 1578, under the governorship of Ahmet Pasha,
they allied their forces with those of bahr negash Yeshaq _who
had switched alliances due to power struggles with his master,
negus Sarsa Dengel (1563-97) - and launched an attack against
the Ethiopian kingY The Ottomans were only partly success
ful and in 1589 they were apparently compelled to withdraw
their forces to the coast. Having lost either the political interest
or military ability to pursue these efforts, the Ottomans seem
to have abandoned their ambitions to establish themselves du
rably on the highland plateau.
Ottoman authority in the region dwindled well into the
first decades of the seventeenth century. Within the broader
framework of Ottoman imperialism in that period it was not
39
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uncommon that after initial conquests, different systems of
administration and governance developed, with varying balances
between central and regional-local authority. The high degree
of centralization characterizing the empire in the sixteenth cen
tury was short-lived. In many localities, especially beyond the
commercially important urban centers, the Ottoman govern
ment gave recognition to local families or power magnates who
collected revenues for the Ottoman government and secured
commercially or strategically pivotal routes." Accordingly, the
Ottomans left but a small garrison in Massawa and handed
Hirgigo to the local Balaw chieftain whom they appointed their
na'ib. At this point, known sources do not enable us to establish
the exact date of the devolution of power and the appointment
of the first na'ib. It is also not known how formal or informal
the actual transfer of power may have been. The lack of clarity
may be, at least in part, rooted in a gradual process of power
transferal, both in time and in space. According to the evidence,
it seems that the qa'im maqam (sub-Governor) of the Pasha of
Sawakin still ruled Massawa in 1633. Yet when Evliya Celebi
visited the port in 1673 he reported that it was ruled by a na'ib
of the Balaw, who was assisted by an Agha and a Turkish garri
son. Celebi portrayed the ruler of Hirgigo as the "black na'ib"
(fur. kara na'ib) who spoke Turkish correctly even though with
a marked Levantine accent!'? Until new evidence comes to light
(for example, in the Ottoman archives in Istanbul), it would be
reasonable to assume that the Ottomans had transferred power
to the na'ibs, de jure or de facto, some time in the middle de
cades of the seventeenth century. The chronicle of Iyasu 1(1682
1706) confirms the na'ib's position of power in the late-seven
teenth century, when reporting that in 1693 na'ib Mussa b. 'Umar
Qunnu attempted to use extortion against the Armenian mer
chant Khodja Murad who was on his way to Emperor Iyasu I
with gifts. Following Iyasu's threats to attack the na'ib, the
chronicle reports, the latter finally submitted to the emperor's
pressures.i" It would also be useful to examine the effects of
40
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the 1701 Ottoman administrative reform, which resulted in the
merging of the sandjaks of Massawa and Sawakin with the
Ottoman Hijazi province with its base in ]iddah, on the ques
tion of authority in Massawa and its region and the role of the
na'ibs within that new provincial structural framework,21
According to na'ib historical traditions, by the time of the
Ottoman conquest in the sixteenth century, the family had al
ready acquired wealth and attained a position of considerable
influence in Hirgigo and the Semhar at large. Again, in accor
dance with a tradition of Ottoman provincial practice, officials
manipulated internal na'ib family struggles for authority, gener
ating and exploiting divisions within the family. Intra-family
struggles may explain the divergence of traditions in respect of
the appointment of the first na'ib and reflect the viewpoints of
different sectarian family factions. According to one version,
Hummad 'Amir Qunnu, who is designated as the most promi
nent Balaw chief at the time, fled with his family, wives, slaves
and servants, from Hirgigo to the nearby Buri Peninsula fol
lowing an Ottoman advance from Massawa to the mainland,
possibly in the mid-seventeenth century.22 Hummad was chief
in Hirgigo and opposed the Ottomans who had curbed his au
thority on the coast. While fleeing to Buri, Hummad killed his
younger brother's son, 'Ali b. Musa, whom he suspected of sid
ing with the Ottomans. Years later, the story continues, 'Amir,
'Ali's son, sought the assistance of the Ottomans, came to
Massawa and was appointed as the first na'ib, In return for sub
mitting to the Sultan's authority, supplying Massawa with water,
and maintaining order and stability on the mainland, the Otto
man authorities presented him with the paraphernalia epito
mizing their power and authority (a silk robe and a golden
handled sword) and a monthly payment from the customs of
Massawa for maintaining a garrison of troops." Struggles and
divisions within the family were commonplace during the firsr
decades of the na'ibs' tenure in office. Most quarrels revolved
around the contestation for the office of na'ib, with its privi
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leges, and involved maneuvers aimed at gaining Ottoman rec
ognition of one faction over the other. The most signiflcant
division within the family confronted the two sons of 'Amir,
the first na'ib in office, The rivalry between the two brothers,
Hasan 'Amir (r. 1720-1737) and 'U thman 'Amir (r, 1741-1781)
gave birth to a family division that split it into two distinct lin
eages and extended into the twentieth century in the Italian
24
colonial period.
Relations between the Ottoman authorities and their rep
resentatives on the one hand, and the centralized highland Ethio
pian polity on the other, remained strained throughout the sev
enteenth and eighteenth centuries. Since Massawa handled the
bulk of highland foreign trade, the crucial points at issue were
access to the sea and the tax duties imposed on merchandise
laden caravans heading from the coast to the highlands or vice
versa. However, in between intermittent incidents, a state of
co-existence prevailed between the ports and highland rulers
who did not shy away from continuously threatening to take
over the ports but never showed any real intention or capability
25
of incorporating them into their dominions. The na'ibs found
themselves at the center of these trials of strength. Na'ib au
thority and autonomy grew signiflcantly beginning in the middle
decades of the eighteenth century, mirroring further the loos
ening of Ottoman central control over the empire. Ottomanist
historian Suraiya Faroqhi observed that in this period the Otto
man dominions at large appeared as a "congeries of domains
controlled by different local power holders."26
Following the death of the abuna (Metropolitan of the
'Orthodox' Ethiopian church) in 1738, Emperor Iyasu II sent
an embassy to Cairo in 1745 to have a new abuna ordained.
The na'ib detained the emperor's envoys in Hirgigo for six
months and took most of their gold. Eventually, when the new
abuna arrived the following year, the na'ib detained him again
on the coast until he had paid the required fee." This incident
coincided with the beginning of the process of the weakening
42

of the centralized Christian highland polity in the middle of
the eighteenth century, a period known as the zamana masafint
(the "Era of the Princes"). The collapse of central authority in
favor of the growingly autonomous regional rulers created a
power vacuum which benefited the na'ib whose control of
Massawa, Hirgigo and the lowland areas between the sea and
the mountains was seldom seriously challenged. When James
Bruce arrived in Massawa in 1768 he reported that the na'ib did
not pay tribute either to the pasha of Jiddah, to which the Ot
tomans affixed the port's authorities, or to the Ethiopian king."
In the absence of modern, rigid notions of borders and unitary
sovereignty, the question of tribute payment, as will be argued
below, was a central issue in claiming and legitimizing authority
in the region and a source of ardent contestation.
Now more than ever, the na'ibs needed to maneuver their
way and carefully preserve a viable balance in their relations
with the rulers of the province of Tigray, who, while promot
ing their own autonomy and hegemony, engaged in power poli
tics vis-a-vis the na'ib, usually vacillating between various de
grees of forceful intimidation and interested collaboration. All
in all, the conjunction of the state of political instability in the
central and northern highlands and the decline of Ottoman
direct control over their province of Habesh provided a fertile
ground for the expansion and consolidation of na'ib dominance
in the wider region. 29
Power without Pashas: the Anatomy of Na'ib Authority
and Dominance
In the second half of the eighteenth century the na'ibswere the
most powerful rulers of the region between the sea and the
highlands. The success of the na'ibs in extending their influ
ence and authority over the diverse societies inhabiting this area
depended first and foremost on their ability to exercise effec
tive control by coercion and a measured application of force. It
also depended on their ability to provide security to the
43
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pastoralist societies that found themselves on the fringes of the
northerly highland provinces and the Sudanese region, vulner
able to attempts of conquest, and subject to raids and attacks
by more powerful forces. In the later years of the zamana
masafint , Walter Plowden illustrated this point by referring to
the lowland nomad populations as those "flying-fish" who "are
preyed on by all."30 Werner Munzinger also recognized the in
nate exposedness of these societies when observing that "the
inhabitants of Semhar depend on Abyssinia for its pastures, on
Massawa for its market, on both for security"?' In a borderland
region that lay outside any coherent and effective state control,
the na'ibs performed certain functions which are normally con
sidered the role of a centralized state. Securing a viable regional
economic system through the control of the main trading routes
and of grazing and agricultural lands, and providing security
for herds, flocks and camels, were central aspects of this pro
cess. Tribute payment, the recognition of na'ib authority and,
not less importantly, the weaving of convoluted social, family
and economic alliances and networks of patron-client relations
provided security to the relatively small-scale communities of
the region.
The geographic limits of na'ib influence fluctuated over
time. At the peak of their power the na'ibs extended their au
thority over the totality of the Tigre-speaking pastoral and agro
pastoral populations in the regions of Semhar, Sahel, and the
northern coasts as far as Aqiq, approximately two hundred miles
north of Massawa. Early nineteenth century sources observed
that Massawans traded with tribes in the Sawakin area and that
the na'ib maintained relations with "his fellow-countrymen" in
SawakinY The most important groups (numerically) coming
under na'ib control were the Habab, the Mensa,' and segments
of the Bayt Taqwe (Bilen)." The na'ibs also spread their influ
ence over Saho-speaking pastoralists in the foothills of Tigray,
Akkala Guzay and Hamasien, of which the Asaorta and the
Taora were the most dominant groups. Other, 'Afar, Saho and
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Tigre-speaking societies under na'ib influence inhabited the Buri
peninsula, the Zula area, and regions on the 'Afar coast as far
south as 'Edd, about three hundred miles south of Massawa, as
well as the Dahlak islands. 34
In what follows, the political, economic, social and reli
gious bases of na'ib authority and supremacy will be examined.
The treatment follows an analytical-thematic approach which
is not always chronological. Examples are drawn from the pe
riod between the 1700s and the 1850s.

Developing Power, Applying Force, and the Formation
of Military Households
The most important source of power and authority that na'ib
supremacy rested upon was control of an organized military
apparatus in the coastlands, relying heavily on access to fire
arms via the Red Sea. The Ottomans withdrew most of their
forces from Massawa in the late-sixteenth century, leaving only
a small policing force and the customs house personnel On the
island. A militia, composed of two forces, one made up of ''Ar
abs" and the other of "Turks," and placed under the authority
of the na'ib, replaced the Ottoman military troops" The com
mander of the so-called "Turkish" semi-regular militia held the
Ottoman title sirdar('supreme commander'), and was often kin
related to the na'ib. In the first decade of the nineteenth-cen_
tury, for example, Lord Valentia reported that the sirdar was
~,na'ib Idris's own brother." On the other hand, the ''Arab'' ir
militia was composed of servants, slaves and poor rela
tives of the na'ib, and was headed by a ka!?Ja (Tur, 'majordomo'
or 'quartermaster'). Both positions became hereditary within
phe families that controlled them. This process also comprised
gradual mixing of soldiers of the Ottoman garrison (mostly
~Albanians, but also Turks and Bosniaks) who married into local
families" Such practice was not uncommon on a wider
~scale in other regions of the Ottoman Empire (even closer to
idle imperial 'center'), recalling the processes leading to the de

'~'regular

tea

~Balaw
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velopment of the military households in seventeenth-century
Egypt. 38
With time, several families who controlled troops and
monopolized certain ranks emerged from this nucleus of forces
as independent and potent families. Hence, the Bayt 'Asker and
the Bayt Shawish were both descended from the troops of the
kahya, and the Bayt Sardal, Bayt Kekiya (Kahya), Bayt Agha
also became family-clans on their own. These families wielded
much power in the region and were able, consequently, to con
vert their symbolic power and prestige into advantageous posi
tions in commerce and local politics. Some, like the Kekiya fam
ily, have been especially active in Eritrea's twentieth-century his
tory and have preserved political and economic prominence in
the country to this very day," But the na'ib's forces also re
cruited among other Saho- and Tigre-speaking populations of
Semhar for their military expeditions. Together with the nucleus
of Balaw soldiers their forces could often number several thou
sand men.
Na'ib military supremacy in the region depended on ac
cess to firearms and gunpowder via the coast. Their relation
ship with the Ottomans, who supplied them with rifles and
gunpowder, secured this position of superiority." When diplo
macy and political accords failed to serve their interests, the
na'ibs, supported by their military might, turned to the employ
ment of outright force. At the height of their power they at
tempted to challenge the authority of larger entities such as the
Ottomans, the Egyptians and the rulers of the northern high
land provinces (usually Tigray) by recourse to force. Yet more
often they utilized their coercive powers to open up or secure
trade routes, force 'rebellious elements' to submit to their au
thority, or simply when taking over strategic territories or routes.
Na'ib Muhammad 'Amir (r. 1737-1741), for example, conducted
expeditions against the 'Afar Darnoheita clan of the Buri pen
insula who had been raiding Zula. Na'ib Ahmad Hasan (r. 1781
1801) was engaged in a long war with the inhabitants of
46

Debarwa, in the higWands, who had supported several villages
in Serae that refused to pay tribute to the na'ib. 41 At the turn of
the nineteenth century, the na'ibs conducted an expedition against
the port of 'Edd On the 'Afar coast. 'Edd had been providing
an outlet for highland caravans, greatly displeasing the na'ibs
whose interest it was to have all highland trade pass through
their dominions, use Mass awa as an outlet and pay them pas
sage dues. The na'ib's forces attacked 'Edd, burnt the village
and forced the village chief to submit to their authority and
swear on the Qur'an that he would not allow higWand caravans
to pass through that port. 42
As the Ottoman-designated rulers of the region, the na'ibs
also utilized their symbolic power in legitimizing their author
ity. Appointment by the Ottoman authorities in Jiddah, Mecca
or in Istanbul added to the na'ibs'prestige and sway. Clearly, the
association of the na'ibs with the most powerful Muslim em
pire in the area enhanced their position of prestige.

Controlling Space: Routes, Land, Villages, and Regional
Markets
The control of valuable grazing and agricultural lands, caravan
trading routes, the means of transportation, and strategic mar
ket villages in Massawa's orbit, were all central in establishing
and securing na'ib power between the mountains and the sea.
Spatial dominance involved forceful imposition, political agree
ments with highland and lowland rulers, and calculated mar
riage alliances with prominent chiefs, land-based merchants and
commercial brokers. It also involved the settlement of origi
nally Hirgigo-based (Balaw) families in key strategic Iocarions,
; which oftentimes led to the establishment of new market-vil
~Jages on the trading routes in the vicinities of Mass awa and
This illustrates the ways by which the na'ibs secured
fthe essential material bases of their power.

..
~Hirgigo.

I

As a result of the prevailing state of political instability in
;!tithe northern highland provinces the na'ibs were also able to
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extend their authority over the Saho-speaking pastoral groups
who moved their livestock between the lowlands, the foothills
and into Akkala Guzay, Hamasien and Tigray alternately be
tween seasons.f At some point they also controlled several
Tigrinya-speaking, mostly farming, populations in the highlands.
According to the traditions collected by Odorizzi, na'ib 'Uthman
'Amir (r. 1741-1781) received from the highland rulers forty
four gult lands in exchange for firearms." Odorizzi assumed
that the number was exaggerated and located the territories at
Zeban Zeghib near 'Addi Qayyeh, Ma'ereba west of Halay, Emba
Derho, Beleza and Ko'asien north of Asmara, Bet Maka in the
western part of Asmara, as well as other lands in Serae and near
Adwa." The traditions collected by Kolmodin in Hamasien also
suggest that bahrnegash Solomon (ruled until c. 1743) had given
the na'ib some lands. Bahr negash Bocru (r. c.1770-1776),
Solomon's son, sustained antagonistic relations with the na'ib
in power, culminating in violent conflict, and eventually took
these lands back." Guillaume Lejean also reported that the na'ib
controlled sixteen villages in the region of Halaie, and Alberto
Pollera noted that the na'ibs possessedgult lands on the edge of
the plateau at Halhale in Tzelima, and Mezbir in Tigray."
In return for gult land and grazing rights on the plateau,
the na'ibs were expected to pay the Tigrayan highland rulers
regular tribute. This point would become a critical point of
contention when later, in the mid-nineteenth century, as the
'scramble for the coast' gained momentum, the Tigrayan chiefs
claimed authority over the na'ibs - and therefore legitimate rights
of sovereignty on the coast - on the basis of past localized
tribute payment in the highlands. This process was not uncom
mon in other settings at that period - for example in southeast
Asia - where creeping imperialism led local rulers to claim tribu
tary relations with territories sought after by European colonial
or paracolonial powers." Be that as it may, the possession of
gult land by the na'ib and his vassals in the highland regions,
relatively far from the coast, points to the extent of his power
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at the period and also illustrates how na'ibs and highland chiefs
could collaborate and serve their mutual interests. Neverthe
less, by the 1870s, as a result of the increasing aspirations of
Tigrayan rulers, the restoration of the centralized highland pol
ity, and the ensuing decline of the position of the na'ibs, all gult
land had been returned to highland rulers.
Alongside their actual settlement in Massawa's close envi
ronment in localities such as Omkullo, Hitumlo, Zaga and
Emberemi, the na'ibs controlled all the trading routes from
Massawa to the interior. They levied taxes on the lucrative cara
vans making their way via these routes from the interior to the
coast. Most caravans transported slaves, ivory, civet,coffee, wax,
hides, ghee and other commodities for exportation via Massawa.
Two important routes linked the coast to Adwa in Tigray: one
leaving Massawa through Omkullo and passing through Gura'
and 'Addi Qhwalla; the other leaving Hirgigo and passing via
Wi'a, Halay, and Tsorena. Both routes had check posts where
caravans and travelers were obliged to pay a passage fee. The
na'ibs directly controlled passage stations such as Halay." They
also controlled the two mainland caravan-departure villages in
Massawa's suburbs: Hirgigo, as their chief village and seat of
residence, and Omkullo, founded by a group of Hirgigo-based
families under na'ib 'Uthman 'Amir (r. 1741-1781).50 Further
more, the na'ibs often controlled the means of transportation,
and higWand-bound travelers had to secure their services in
order to be provided with camels and guides for travel towards
51
Adwa. The documentary evidence abounds with the testimo
nies of European travelers who had experienced the stressful
dependence on the na'ib's good will and permission to travel
inland.
A second system of westerly trading routes left Omkullo
and bifurcated at 'Aylat, a relatively large village, market center
and caravan station situated roughly 30 kilometers to the west
of Massawa. Four main routes lying within na'ib-controlled ter
ritories left 'Aylar towards Sanhit, Bayt Esheqan (Mensa'),
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Karxum (?) and Hamasien." 'Aylat was the most important
na'ib-dominated village in the inland. Like Omkullo, 'Aylat too
was founded by Balaws of Hirgigo, specifically by the descen
dants of the sons of na'ib 'Amir 'Ali (r. 1690-1720), 'Abd al
Rasul and Osman Shagarai, who had migrated to the site and
ended up settling there" 'Aylat gradually attracted other set
tlers, most importantly the Bayt Shaykh Mahmud (from Zula)
and the Tsaura, both originally Saho-speaking groups who had
gradually adopted the Tigre language. 'Aylat was ideally situated
at the foothills of the plateau between the highland and low
land grazing regions and at a crossroads of convenient cross
regional routes. Its position had made it the most important
market village between the coast and the highlands in the middle
decades of the nineteenth century. Surrounding pastoral groups
brought livestock and produce to 'Aylat, before it was dispatched
to Massawa through the coast-controlled networks handled by
Balaw merchants. During the rainy seasons 'Aylat's inhabitants
also practiced agriculture. 54 The strong association of the na'ibs
with the region is further attested by the settlement of the 'Ad
'Asker near 'Aylat, on the plains towards Sabarguma. The 'Ad
'Asker were a mixed Saho clan who had gradually adopted the
Tigre language and who, prior to their settlement in this region,
served those soldiers from Hirgigo who had moved to this area
following their release from duty. 55
Finally, although the settlements of 'Asus and Gumhod
were slightly smaller than 'Aylat, their economic role as market
centers at the foothills of the escarpment and as points of en
counter and exchange between coast-based merchants and
pastoralists, all of whom were tributary to the na'ibs, was fairly
similar. Both Gumhod and 'Asus were settled by members of
originally Hirgigo-based households and family relatives of the
na'ibs who developed patron-client relations with local
pastoralist clans.56 The importance of this lies in demonstrat
ing the closely-knit social, political and economic webs that
linked the people of the region within the framework of Otto
50
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man indirect control, and the pivotal role of the na'ibs in the
process.

Collecting Revenues: Ottoman Stipends, Taxes and
Tribute
The control of grazing and agricultural lands, trade routes and
centers of commercial exchange provided the na'ibs with eco
nomic revenue as privileged participants in the regional eco
nomic system. Traveling and settled merchants from Hirgigo
and pastoral and agro-pastoral producers throughout the re
gion, exchanged livestock, camels, goats and agricultural prod
ucts for manufactured goods imported at Massawa. In addi
tion, their position as power holders in the region enabled the
na'ibs to derive considerable revenue from Ottoman stipends,
tax levying on caravans and travelers, and from the collection
of tribute - mostly in kind - from the societies subject to them. 57
The na'ibs received a sum of 1005 thalers per month from the
Massawa customs administration under na'ib Idris 'Uthman (r.
1801-1831). This sum was supposed to enable the na'ib to keep
a force of approximately four-hundred soldiers and provide for
his militias. 58 The na'ib, according to this arrangement, kept
one-fifteenth of the sum to himself while the soldiers and the
militias at Hirgigo shared the remaining cash. The na'ib, for his
part, paid the government 1000 thalers per year as recognition
of its sovereignty over the province. The Massawa administra
tion paid the na'ibs an additional sum of 90 thalers per month,
in exchange for the supply of wood from HirgigO.59
Between roughly 1750 and 1850 most foreign travelers,
missionaries, official envoys, pilgrims and caravan merchants
passing through na'ib-dorninated territories complained of the
~i high taxes that the na'ib forced them to pay. The basic duty that
l~i the na'ibs collected on entrance to Massawa was called the avait,
:~Caravan merchants paid the avait to secure their caravans the
¥lright of entry to the port. The avait was divided among the
:r,'~branches of the Balaw family. The na'ibs also collected the fasces,
~;'
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or exit rights, but handed these funds over to the Ottoman au
thorities, possibly the customs administration which had always
depended on the provincial central administration in Jiddah. 60
In addition to the avait the na'ibs levied taxes on commodities
carried into Massawa by caravans or boats. In the first decade
of the nineteenth century Valentia reported that the na'ib re
ceived 10% of the value of all goods exported and imported at
Massawa and one thaler for each person entering the country
to trade." A report dating from the 1830s stated that the na'ibs
levied one thaler per slave, one thaler per horn of musk (the
government taking one tenth of all musk), and one thaler on
every ivory tooth weighing 40 lbs. (equal to approx. 5% of its
contemporary value).62 South of Massawa, the na'ibs established
a post at Giumbedli, near Arafayle (Irafayle), on the road to the
Buri peninsula, where they collected one rohoia (between three
and four litres) for every animal laden with salt arriving from
the salt fields of Meka'enile. On every butter-laden camel arriv
ing at Gherar, opposite Massawa, the na'ibs could draw one
kubba (a little less than a rohoia, hence, less than 3-4 liters). 63
Although the sum was negotiable, the na'ib also required trav
elers, envoys and pilgrims to pay passage duties - a distressing
and nerve-racking experience as reported by most European
travelers. The na'ib usually demanded exorbitant sums from Eu
ropeans. Henry Salt, for example, was asked by the na'ib to pay
1000 thalers, and a group of Catholic missionaries were re
quested to pay 1000 ecus for travel into the interior." In the
1830s the na'ib required a group of Christian Habesha pilgrims
on their way to Jerusalem to pay him and leave all their animals
with him at Hirgigo.'"
The question of tribute collected from the populations
under the na'ibs passed through different phases between the
late eighteenth century and the 1850s. Evidence suggests that
in the early period the na'ib levied tribute mostly in kind, used
mainly for provisioning his militias and for sale or exchange on
Massawa's markets. At the beginning of the nineteenth century,
52

Lord Valentia reported that the na'ib received 60 thalers in cash
and camels, goats and asses from the chief of the Dahlak is
lands." Tribute collection in the early period was rather irregu
lar, erratic and specifically targeted. Only later, after relatively
wealthy groups came under the na'ib's authority, in particular
the Habab, the payment of tribute became a more important
political tool for establishing authority, enforcing recognition,
and one other efficient method of filling up the na'ib's cash
box. As such, tribute was also collected following the investi
ture of chiefs and the mediation of disputes, both performed
by the na'ib. Thus, after the investiture of a kantibqy of the
Habab by the na'ib, the newly elected kantibay gave the na'ib
100 camels, 100 cows, 100 goats, and 100 woollen blankets in
exchange for his confirmation. 67 According to Captain Boari's
analysis of the tributes in Semhar, the na'ibs maintained a flex
ible balance in the collection of tribute and avoided heavy tax
ing that would disturb the regular briskness of regional Com
'merce. 68
Beginning in the early 1850s, the gradual transition from
indirect to direct control radically transformed the structure of
tribute relations. It curtailed the na'ibs' political power and ended
their state of autonomy and quasi independence in conducting
their regional affairs. The aspiring-to-modernize administration
in Massawa introduced a well-regulated annual cash tribute on
groups of the Semhar and Sahel areas. The Habab were to pay
3000 thalers, the 'Ad Takles, the 'Ad Temariam and the Semhar
groups 1000 thalers each. Exempt from the new tribute regime
were the town of Mass awa and the settled centers of Hirgigo,
.Hitumlo, Omkullo and Embereme, which were commercial
centers with little property in livestock or agricultural produce.
Enfeebled politically, but still useful to the government, the na'ibs
'ere given the role of collecting tribute from the region's vari
';'ous populations for the administration.69
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daughter, Settel, married a member of the Ba 'Alawi family and,
due to reasons of health, they both settled on the less oppres
sively hot site of Omkullo. From that point on Beduin families
from the Sahel and Semhar began settling there."
Throughout their area of influence the na'ibs also invested
chiefs, mediated between contestant parties, and arbitrated in
legal disputes. Munzinger, again, described the mechanisms
through which the na'ib built and exercised his political power:

political Stratagems: Marriage Alliances, Chief
Investiture, and the Administration of Justice
Writing in the 1850s Werner Munzinger exposed his views on
the political strategies devised by the na'ibs in imposing their
command over their subjects:
In a strict sense, the subjects [of the na'ib] included the
Beduins of Semhar and the Chohos [Saho]. Neverthe
less, in their astuteness, the na'ibs were able to impose
their right of arbitration on the entire coast up to the
Abyssinian borders by establishing their influencethrough
marriage and by creating divisions and dissent [among
these other societies], which they fully used to their ad
vantage. After some time they were proclaimed, without
any opposition, the princes of the land where the Tigre
languageis spoken. The aim of their efforts was to have
all caravans from Abyssinia pass via Massawa, securing
them significant revenues.'o
Many examples illustrate the extent to which marriage al
liances between members of the na'ib family and important
local chiefs or wealthy merchants was a common tool used by
na'ibs in the process of establishing their ascendancy in the
region. The 'Ad Shuma, for example, tell of Shuma, the found
ing female ancestor of the group, who married a member of
the na'ib family from Hirgigo. Her sister, Fatma, also married
into the na'ib family." This practice was even more common
place between the Balaw and high-status Saho-speaking groups
from the area between Hirgigo and Zula. One such group, the
Muslim holy clan of Bayt Shaykh Mahmud, was closely allied
through marriage connections with the na'ibs." The history of
the foundation of Omkullo (located several kilometers inland
from Massawa) in the second half of the eighteenth century is
also rooted in a marriage alliance between the na'ib family and
a family of Hadrami sada and prominent merchants in
Massawa" Traditions relate that na'ib 'Uthman's (r.1741-1781)
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The na'ib traveled most of the year accompanied by a
large party. To one site he came to pronounce arbitra
tion, at another place he settled disputes concerning bor
ders, repress brigandage and recover stolen goods. He
also toured the region and collected the annual tribute.
He seldom intervened in internal matters, except among
the Beduins and the Chohos [Saho] in order to confirm
the schum [shum]. His supremacywas not that of a regular
monarch [sic], but was limited to arbitration among soci
~ties livingin regularinteraction and who were incessantly
in conflict with each other. The only thing common to
them all was their dependence on the na'ib."
As a symbol of their formal investiture, the chiefs of 'Aylat
received several meters of silk or cotton cloth from the na'ib."
The na'ib judged cases in the chassamet, his court of justice, an
institution that all recognized and about which we have little
knowledge. With his typical anti-na'ib slant, Munzinger observed
that arbitrating between litigants could be profitable for the
lna'ibs, since they required the guilty party to pay them the ob
jects - slaves, cows, or money - that were the subject of dis
~'pute. 77

.

Mensa' local traditions provide a relatively detailed example
of the na'ib's role in internal politics. The Mensa' were cultiva
[tors and pastoralists inhabiting a region approximately 50 kilo
~1neters northwest of Massawa. They were divided into two
. oups: the Mensa' Bet Esheqan and the Mensa' Bet Abrehe."
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Alliance with (often through marriage) or opposition to the
na'ibs was a central issue in Mensa' internal power politics and
contestations. Mensa' chiefs manipulated regional politics by
allying with one another, a strategy aimed at undermining the
rivalry between the na'ibs and the Tigrinya-speaking highland
rulers for influence and authority over the Mensa."?
Mensa' Bet Abrehe historical traditions tell of the story
of the investiture of Tedros by na'ib Hasan Idris (r, 1845-1849).80
The account is revealing of the political processes of a small
inland society and of the tortuous and intricate - yet critical 
relationship between the na'ibs and their subjects. Following
the death of kantibay Tesfamikael, his grandson Tedros expected
to be invested as kantibay of the Mensa' Bayt Abrehe." While
na'ib Hasan Idris was collecting tribute from the 'Ad Temariam
in Afabet, the two brothers Jahad and 'Adala, from the 'Ad 'Alai
clan of the Mensa' Bet Abrehe, approached the na'ib and asked
him to appoint Jahad as kantibay in return for 500 head of
cattle. Fully aware of Tedros's expectation to be appointed to
office, the na'ib sent for him to give him the opportunity to
confront the brothers and claim his rights before them. Subse
quently, Tedros's representative offered the na'ib 1500 head of
cattle in return for Tedros's investiture as kantibay. The na'ib
asked the brothers if they were able to match this offer or raise
it. They eventually backed off Tedros was invested as kantibqy
and was handed the symbolic tribal drum, a European sword, a
robe, cap, and a golden bracelet." Some time later, na'ib Hasan
was displeased with kantibqyTedros who failed to send him trib
ute in gifts of livestock. The na'ib launched an expedition against
the kantibqy but the latter had already fled from his camp. Tra
dition relates that a man approached the na'ib and informed
him that Tedros was frightened but not rebellious. If the na'ib
promised not to arrest him, the man would bring Tedros to the
na'ib. Na'ib Hasan promised but failed to keep his word. Tedros
was taken to the mediin, to Hirgigo, where he was imprisoned
for two years." Tedros was released and re-invested kantibay
56
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only after na'ib Muhammad 'Abd aI-Rahim overthrew na'ib
Hasan from power. Kantibqy Tedros offered the new na'ib a
daughter in marriage and some cattle. 84

Spreading Islam: Na'ibs and Holy Families
The extension and consolidation of na'ib supremacy accompa
nied a spectacular process of Islamic diffusion among Tigre
speaking societies, namely the Bet Asgede confederation (Habab,
'Ad Takles, 'Ad Temaryam), Mensa,' Maria, Bet Juk and seg
ments of the Bilen. Several extra- and cross-regional factors
account for the context of this process, which is located in the
first half of the nineteenth century, especially between the 1820s
and 1850s. The energetic activities of several Muslim holy fami
lies and Sufi brotherhoods (Ar. sin. tariqa, pI. turuq) such as the
Qadiriyya, but much more notably the Khatmiyya, reflected this
reawakening in the wider area. In the lowland plains between
Massawa and the highlands the atmosphere of Islamic revival
inspired and fueled intense and Widespread propagating activi
ties by Muslim holy clans and families such as the 'Ad Shaykh,
the Bayt Shaykh Mahmud, the 'Ad Mu'alim and the 'Ad Derqi. 85
From the 1820s onwards the conjuncture, in the Braudelian
sense, of Egyptian expansion into the Sudan under Muhammad
'Ali (r.1805-1849), with the revitalization of the commercial axes
connecting the Red Sea and the Nile Valley both fueled and
catalyzed the spectacular process of Islamic diffusion among
i~. the largely Tigre-speaking societies of the Eritrean region. Some
t;.gtoups such as the Bet Asgede confederation, the Maria, the
and the Bilen, had practiced, in different forms and to
t\'arying degrees, forms of Orthodox Christianity until then. The
~,politica1 decentralization of the Christian Ethiopian state and
~the vulnerability of predominantly pastoralist societies on its
tAOrthernfringes were also conducive to the success of the spread
Islam in the area. Northern highland Christian chiefs tended
" raid these societies intermittently but persistently in an effort
extend their rule over them and impose tribute payment.

~.Mensa'

~f
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The struggle between Egyptians and Tigrinya-speaking high
landers for the control of the northern territories and eventual
Egyptian military superiority provided a fertile ground for the
activities of Muslim preachers and traders, but also Egyptian
official "persuasion" to adopt Islam." Furthermore, the revival
of Red Sea trade directly influenced the intensity and character
of inland trade, and an increasing number of Muslim traders,
both from the Sudanese region and from across the Red Sea,
participated actively in preaching and propagating Islam along
trade routes and in market villages." Conversion to Islam in
this context vested Tigre-speaking communities with a new iden
tity and a powerful counter-hegemonic force and ideology, en
dowing them with a source of authority and political legitimacy.
The na'ibs and other na'ib-related families from Semhar
were active participants in the process of extending their influ
ence hand in hand with the diffusion of Islam. The na'ibs de
veloped an increasing position of prestige and religious sanc
tion as Muslims, mainly by their association with the Islamic
institutions at Massawa and with a number of holy clans and
families in the Semhar and Sahel. One such clan was the Bayt
Shaykh Mahmud who propagated Islam throughout the region
as far as the Sahel, the Keren area and the Barka. The na'ibs
were closely associated with the Bayt Shaykh Mahmud with
whom they shared the control of important mainland suburbs
of Massawa (Hirgigo and Omkullo) and important inland vil
lages ('Aylat and Gumhod)." In Hirgigo, the Bayt Shaykh
Mahmud was the most prominent group after the cluster of
originally-Balaw families, with whom many were linked in mar
riage. Several in particular were connected with the Kekiya fam
ily." The na'ibs cooperated with the Bayt Shaykh Mahmud by
sending families of this clan to provide religious services among
groups such as the Ghedem Sicta, 'Ad Ha and 'Ad 'Asker." The
same pattern of cooperation, perhaps to a more limited extent
than with the Bayt Shaykh Mahmud, may have occurred with
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the 'Ad Mu'alim, serving especially the 'Ad Temariam, and the
'Ad Derki who were active among the Habab 9 1 •
Of equal, if not surpassing importance, a pattern of co
operation subsisted between the na)bs and the potent 'Ad
Shaykh holy family, the most influential in the region before its
prominence was surpassed by the Khatmiyya tariqa under Ital
ian colonial ruIe. In the early nineteenth century, the family was
especially active in the Sahel region. It was led by Shaykh al
Arnin b. Hamid b. Naf'utay who gradually gained widespread
reputation through his preaching and miracle working among
the Muslim tigre serf classes of the Bet Asgede who approached
him to seek his baraka (blessing). Thus began a process of mar
riages with that group, eventually resulting in the conversion of
the tigre class of the Bet Asgede to Islam, and marking their
social liberation and emancipation. 92 The 'Ad Shaykh under
mined the prevailing social structure and manipulated the so
cial distinction between Bet Asgede 'nobles' and tigre 'serfs' to
their advantage. They allied themSelves with the latter and pro
vided them with a new Counter-hegemonic ideology that chal
lenged their state of subservience. 93 Subsequently, Shaykh al
Amin married the daughter of the kantibay of the Bet Asgede
marking the conversion of the upper class as well. Many of the
newly converted joined the 'Ad Shaykh holy family that enlarged
itself relatively rapidly and gradually became an independent
.~. group. In the process the family accumulated considerable
~i\\Tealth from gifts and offerings in return for baraka. 94
.
In the course of the century, sections of the family split
,toff from the main group and moved westwards to Barka, and
,f'Anseba. One group, led by Shaykh Muhammad b. Ali b. al
(c. 1795-1877), settled in Semhar. After twelve years in
,fJiirgigo, Shaykh Muhammad moved to Embereme around 1840
~9here he established the 'Ad Shaykh center in Semhar. Shaykh
"'--uhammad was undoubtedly one of the more influential reli
ious figures of the coastlands and the interior from the 1840s
his death in 1877. He was responsible for converting numer

~Amin
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ous Tigre-speaking people (especially from among the Habab)
and was an object of great veneration in the wider area. His
baraka attracted scores of pilgrims to Embereme, which one
mid-nineteenth century observer qualified as a "little Mecca.'?"
The 'Ad Shaykh operated in tandem with the na'ibs in the pro
cess of diffusing Islam and attracted adepts into the Qadirjyya
tariqa, mostly from among the Maria and the Mensa.'96 Later in
the nineteenth century, and concomitantly with the transfor
mation of na'ib power, the influence of the 'Ad Shaykh waned
in favor of the KhatmiJya tariqa, which flourished under Egyp
tian and Italian colonial rule.
The na'ibs may have also exercised a certain degree of
influence and authority in the administration of Islamic law.
Even though local qadis judged within their societies, they tended
to approach either the na'ib, or knowledgeable shaykhs and
'ulama in the region, or the qadis and muftis of Massawa for
further advice in complex matters." The identification of the
legal rites (madhhab) of the societies subject to the na'ibs reveals
that a sweeping majority were Hanafi, the official madhhab of
the Ottoman Empire and the Egyptians. 98

cal formations. The revitalization of trade, the stabilization of
security and the introduction of steamship navigation to the
Red Sea area in the 1830s also triggered European interest in
commerce and politics in the region. This process accompa
nied and fueled the renewal of imperial power politics and ex
ternal intervention in the area. From the 1830s Europeans at
tempted to establish direct relations with Tigrayan and other
highland rulers. The na'ibs found themselves at the heart of
'big power' political and diplomatic competition and saw their
power progressively erode."?

Return of the Pashas: The Scramble for the Coast and
the Transformation of Na'ib Political Agency (1840s and
1850s)
A change in the geopolitical position of the Red Sea area and
northeast Africa marked the beginning of the nineteenth cen
tury. The slow but steady revival of Red Sea trade, the mount
ing regional imperialist ambitions of Muhammad 'Ali's Egypt,
the renewed Ottoman centralizing impulse, and the gradual
consolidation of political power in the northern highland prov
ince of Tigray, transformed the regional power balance and
presented the na'ibs with new pressures and challenges. The
rulers of Tigray were increasingly interested in securing their
access to the sea through which they could procure arms and
strengthen their position vis-a-vis other central highland politi
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Past historiography, by focusing almost exclusively on po
litical and diplomatic dimensions, has tended all too lightly to
mark the end of na'ib power as a result of various skirmishes
or incidents initiated by the larger contenders for power in the
region - be they Ottoman, Egyptian or Ethiopian. These per
ceptions may have reflected the wishful thinking of European
semi-official and official envoys writing reports to their gov
ernments in London and Paris. Historians have advanced vari
ous dates - among which 1808-9,1813-14,1847-9,1865_6 _ as
marking the supposed 'end' of the power of the na'ibs. lOo Clearly,
the power of the na'ibs had begun a process of gradual erosion
since the first decade of the nineteenth century and through
i~ out the chequered, albeit overall progressive, transition from
Ottoman indirect control to Egyptian direct administration.
f However, their power was still several decades away from being
,. totally eclipsed. At the regional level, the na'ibs were able to
~maintain and even strengthen their power among Tigre- and
't"Saho-speaking groups mostly as a result of conversions to Is
~Ia.m and the control of trade routes and markets in a period of
fcommercial revival. Militarily too, the na'ibs maintained their
~t>ower up to the middle of the century, as several examples of
rtrials of force between na'ibs, Ottomans, Egyptians and
tTigrayans clearly demonstrate.

!'

:.
The first significant change in the na'ib's position may be
{traced
to the end of 1808 when the sharif Ghalib of Mecca
II?
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sent troops to Massawa to establish his authority in the port.'?'
Sources based on na'ib traditions suggest that the action was
triggered by growing internal struggles within the family fol
lowingna'ib Idris 'Uthman's (r. 1801-1831) appeal for the sharif's
assistance to suppress a local revolt, possibly instigated by a
family rival.l'" Three years later, following the Egyptian con
quest of the Hijaz, a Wahhabi fleet attempted unsuccessfully to
seize Massawa.l'" In 1814, the newly appointed Egyptian Gov
ernor of the Wilaya of Jiddah, Ahmad Tusun, sent a force of
60 soldiers and a qa'im maqam to Massawa. Ottoman-Egyp
tian trials of power, as they played out in the southern coasts of
the Red Sea, did not - alleast at this point - alter the na'ib's
position, who retained his authority and his monthly stipend.l'"
Muhammad Ali's invasion of Arabia in 1811-18 and his
campaign in the Sudan in 1818-20 prompted increasing Egyp
tian efforts to tighten their control over Massawa and, in effect,
set in motion a gradual process of the establishment of direct
control. The Egyptians incessantly put to the test the limits of
their power both vis-a-vis the Ottoman Porte and locally, in
their newly occupied dominions. In 1826 the qa'im maqam at
Massawa suspended the monthly pay of the na'ib's militias. This
gesture induced the rebellion of the na'ib who sent his soldiers
to attack Massawa and cut the island-port's water supply. The
qa'im maqam fled from Massawa taking three of the na'ib's
officials as hostages. They were eventually left in the Dahlak
islands. lOS In the wake of this trial of power, and upon the re
quest of the inhabitants of Massawa, a new Egyptian qa'im
maqam returned to the port with a new modest garrison. Nev
ertheless, real power still remained in the hands of the na'ib.!"
In the 1830s, political developments in the northern areas
of the highland plateau, European ventures to establish rela
tions with highland rulers, and Egyptian advances on the west
ern fringes of the plateau and in the Red Sea, greatly affected
the situation on the coast. The new regional order that began
taking shape brushed aside the na'ibs. By 1831, dajazmatch Wube
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Haile Mariam (1799-1867) had succeeded in placing himself as
the most powerful ruler in the northern highlands, where he
controlled a vast territory that included Tigray, Semien, Wolqayt
107
and Wogera. Wube's precise relationship with the na'ib is not
very dear but the Tigrayans were increasingly disposed to claim
sovereignty Over the coast without the actual means (in terms
of military capacity, for example), and lor desire, to enforce it
in practice and translate it into effective presence. lOB Between
1832 and 1837 pressure escalated on the western marches of
the plateau as a result of Khurshid Pasha's methodical exten
sion towards and into the highlands. 109 The Egyptian takeover
of Kassal a in 1840 and the fear of imminent Egyptian ambi
tions to secure territorial continuity between the Nile and the
Red Sea impelled a decade of triangular confrontations between
Wube, the na'ibs and the Egyptians, out of which the na'ibs
emerged considerably diminished politically. Tensions height
ened as Europeans manipulated all sides, seeking to promote
their Own agenda and drag their governments into greater in
f'imlvement in the region.
Mass awa remained under Egyptian dOmination (but not
f

~~Sovereignty, which remained with Istanbul) from 1813, until in
~~ly 1841 an agreement between the Ottoman Porte and
~'Muhammad 'Ali led to the evacuation of the Egyptian troops
~'from the port-town. The Ottomans garrisoned Massawa under
la qa'im maqam with a handful of soldiers, but were unable to
J.exercise effective control. The Egyptians returned only five years
flater, in 1846, after the Ottoman Sultan leased both Mass
awa
d Sawakin to Muhammad 'Ali against payment of an annual
ibure of 5000 purses.!"? In the interval, the na'ibs once again
'd effective power in Semhar and challenged Wube's aspira
ns to impose his authority over the areas between the high
d and the sea. Conflict mounted during the second half of
year 1843. After na'ib Yahya Ahmad's (r. 1841-44) Son raided
asien, took 3000 head of cattle and burnt a village, Wube
atened to reciprocate and raid Hirgigo if the cattle and a
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sum of 4000 francs (ca. 600 thalers) of caravan taxes were not
returned. The issue was brought before the majlis (council) at
Massawa and, fearing a destructive raid, the na'ib accepted
Wube's demands. ll 1 Notwithstanding, Wube eventually con
ducted a furtive raid in the na'ib's lands in December 1843 but
returned rapidly to the highlands. In September 1844 hostilities
resumed but not for long. As a result of increased Egyptian
had
military pressure on Wube's northern borders, his armies ll2
their hands full as they raided the Bogos and Habab areas.
As the struggle over the coast mounted, Wube made some
efforts to establish his authority in Semhar by applying pressure
over the na'ibs and by playing on the historical division and
rivalry within the Balaw dynasty between the Bayt 'U thman and
the Bayt Hasan branches. Following na'ib Yahya Ahmad's death
lI3
in 1844 na'ib Hasan Idris replaced him in office. Wube cal
culatingly exploited the divisions in the family by recognizing
and trying to co-opt the late na'ib Yahya's son, Muhammad
Yahya, as the only na'ib, but to no avail at that stage. Wube also
sought the French government's protection in return for an
eventual territorial foothold in the bay of Hirgigo. Approach
ing Consul Dego utin, Wube justified and claimed his rights on
the coast with the tribute the na'ibs had paid him - an assertion
that was only partly accurate since it only applied to land and
grazing rights in the highlands and on the northeastern rims of
the plateau. The French, who were unwilling to put their deli
cate relationship with the Ottoman Sultan in Istanbul at risk,
114
refused to venture themselves in the affair. In December 1845,
Rustum Agha, the Ottoman governor of Massawa, appointed
Muhammad Yahya as na'ib, and thus satisfied Wube's political
speculation. Soon after, following the withholding of their pay
ment, the na'ibs once again rebelled against Ottoman authority.
Rustum Agha attacked Hirgigo where he encountered resolute
resistance by a united front of both branches of the na'ib fam
ily, compelling the Ottoman forces to withdraw to the island
which the na'ibs blockaded again.

ll5

All in all, the return of Massawa and the coast to the Egyp
tian government in 1846 signaled a further blow to na'ib au
thority. The Egyptians, who perceived the connection of their
Sudanese possessions - especially the province of Taka - with
the Red Sea coast as vital to their imperialist hegemonic aspira
tions, pursued a more aggressive policy of direct control in the
ports and their surroundings. This attitude built up towards a
head-to-head confrontation with the na'ibs and in March 1847,
a resolute new Egyptian governor, Isma'il Haqqi, arrived at
Massawa with a relatively important infantry force. Determined
to eliminate the na'ibs, his forces landed in Hirgigo onJune 16,
1847. They burnt down the village, destroyed the houses of the
na'ib and those of other important Balaw dignitaries, and or
dered the construction of a fortress and placed a battalion to
guard the wells that provided Massawa with water. Many of
Hirgigo's inhabitants left the area and sought refuge on the
mountain slopes. Omkullo, another important na'ib stronghold,
was also garrisoned by one hundred soldiers.I"
Grasping the geopolitical significance of the resolute Egyp
~'tian encroachment on the coast, Wube sent his own forces to
rraid the Semhar and attempt to capture Hirgigo. His forces raided
lOmkullo and destroyed it on 6 January 1849, before pillaging
t':Hirgigo and other coastal villages and leaving 500 dead, captur
ling 500 prisoners and taking 10,000 head of cattle. Observers
I'reported that about 15,000 of the mainland inhabitants oppo
t~te Massawa and the surrounding villages sought refuge on the
~;island-port.1l7 Wube continued to demand tribute payment and
~~eatened to pillage the coast if it was not made. In the wake
",f Wube's devastating raid in Semhar, and as a result of inter
Egyptian political developments in the aftermath of
uhammad 'Ali'sdeath in 1849, Massawa and Sawakin returned
the Porte in that same year. The ports would stay in Otto
hands until 1865.
During the ups and downs of the 1840s, sovereignty over
port was transferred between Ottomans and Egyptians three
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times. The na'ibs continued to enjoy a high degree of autonomy
especially in the period of Ottoman sovereignty (1841-1846).
In 1847 Plowden noted that "within the last eight years it is
evident also that the na'ib has been considered in all respects
(...) as an independent Sovereign on the mainland." The na'ib,
the British consul's memorandum continued, "makes war or
peace at pleasure, receives tribute from all the native tribes and
sells land to individuals."llB But the increasing involvement of
Egypt in the second half of the decade changed this state of
affairs and, again, further impeded the na'ibs' political power.
Nevertheless, even following the return of Massawa to the Porte
the gradual erosion of their power continued.
The transformation of the structure of relations between
the na'ibs and the Egyptians (and the Ottomans) was a direct
result of their growing military presence and interventionist
approach in Massawa and the mainland. The interference in,
and manipulation of, local family politics and the transition to a
direct mode of tribute collection in the interior undermined
the authority of the na'ib, cut off part of his direct revenues
and, overall, contributed to the wearing away of his pervasive
influence. As their interest in regaining a foothold on the Red
Sea coasts mounted, the Ottoman authorities sought to find a
way to somehow curtail and neutralize the now-redundant in
fluence of the na'ibs. As in the past, the cooption by Ottoman
governors of one na'ib over a rival pretender to the office was
highly characteristic of this transitional period and resulted in
vesting governors with more practical power. As governors
changed, alliances also tended to switch. A good example illus
trating this pattern was the rivalry between na'ib Hasan Idris
(Bayt 'Uthman, r.1843-47 and r.1849-51) and na'ib Muhammad
Yahya (Bayt Hasan, r.1847-49) and their descendants through
out the 1850s and 1860s.119 The typical pattern involved the
deportation of the deposed or un-appointed na'ib to Mecca,
the seat of the mushir. He stayed there until the authorities
either reinstated him and sent him back to Hirgigo, or until he
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was sent back to Hirgigo in the company of a new governor
with whom he was to exercise control in tandem.'>
Na'ib Hasan Idris's re-appointment in 1849 changed his
position considerably in comparison with his first term in of
fice in the middle of the same decade. While in the past the
na'ibs had received an annual pay from the Ottoman authori
ties they were now required to pay tribute to the governor. To
such request the na'ibs are reported to have replied: "We are
accustomed to receive tribute, not pay it."121 Na'ib Hasan's po
sition, the Sources continue, resembled that of a "civil servant"
who received a pay of 30 thalers per month and who was charged
. to collect tribute for the Ottoman government from the
pastoralist populations of Semhar. "The governors from
Constantinople," Consul Plowden remarked in his long report
1854,"(...) have but one thought, the extraction of money."122
The combination of these changes upset the relative state of
stability in Semhar and unsettled the control of coastal author
ity over inland populations. Plowden remarked again that, "hav
~,ing destroyed the power of the na'ibs, the whole land is without
~law or security."123
Indeed, the interior groups - especially the Saho-speaking
f:and the Habab - rebelled against Ottoman efforts to extract the
.rtribute by force. At the end of June 1850 a force of 250 Otto
soldiers, together with segments of the na'ib's militias, at
tsacked Habab territory where they met with firm resistance.
in February 1853 the Pasha in Massawa prepared a
ljoint
land
and seaborne expedition against the small port of
'!
,A-phila, south of Massawa, to confirm there the Ottoman
tan's authority and collect tribute. There too, the Saho-speak
groups assembled 3000 men and threatened to pillage the
'tory to their north. The na'ib succeeded in "pacifying" them
•d eventually called off the expedition. 124 However, the ten
ns between Saho-speaking groups of the area and the Otto
authorities in Massawa continued to destabilize communi
ions between the coast and the highlands since the 'Saho'

~man

'~imilarly,
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controlled the principal routes and the means of transporta
tion, namely camels. Munzinger remarked that following the
clashes of 1853-54 the 'Saho' "had lost all respect for these
authorities and security was never totally re-established,"!" As
was the case on several occasions in the past, na'ibs that were
either removed from office or out of official power allied them
selves with mainland "rebellious" groups and attempted to chal
lenge coastal authority and rivaling acting na'ibs. Thus, na'ib
Idris allied himself with the Saho-speaking groups against the
Ottomans and na'ib Muhammad Yahya.Together, they attacked
the villages of 'Aylat, Zaga, Omkullo and ravaged the suburbs
of Massawa in December 1854. Idris demanded that the Otto
mans withdraw from Hirgigo but an Egyptian force of 360
soldiers coming from Taka assisted them in reestablishing a state
of relative order only in 1856.126
The na'ibs' new capacity as tribute collectors for the Ot
toman governor placed them under substantial pressure. They
were able to preserve their wavering powers over societies be
tween the coast and the mountains only through force-induced
tribute collection and subordination. Both the need for income
from tribute and the redefinition of their position under a rein
vigorated Ottoman administration on the coast and on the
mainland put the na'ibs in a difficult position. They were caught
in an uneasy spot between the authorities, to whom they owed
the survival - even if diminished - of their authority and the
inland populations who could not ignore the new situation as
they were put under growing pressure both by the authorities
in Massawa and the na'ibs, The transformation in the structure
of relations between the na'ibs and inland populations was
abrupt in relation to past, more flexible relations permitting
various degrees of political and economic cooperation and
founded on an intricate web of regionally-based economic and
social ties. The "modern" Ottoman-Egyptian regime of tribute
collection ended this order. During the 1850s and 1860s the
na'ibs conducted forceful expeditions - often in tandem with
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Ottoman forces - against populations in the Hamasien, Mensa
and Bogos areas."?
Even though the political power of the na'ibs declined
considerably, they were able to capitalize on their pivotal posi
tion in regional commercial networks and on their position of
prestige among lowland societies, established over time. They
thus converted their political capital into economic capital. As
a result of the trials of power of the 1840s and 18S0s that
culminated in their enfeeblement (and the destruction of their
centers of power in Hirgigo) many na'ib-associated families and
individuals left the area and devoted themSelves to trade be
tween the coast and the White Nile. They dispersed among all
the lowland groups where they often settled and married into
local families.!" Dominating the commerce with the coast they
;;brought ivory from the Nile region, wax and coffee from
f;Metemma, and dispatched those commodities via Keren to
!Massawa. Munzinger remarked that these new commercial en
r'trepreneurs "are known everywhere by the name 'askar (sol
!idiers) and are in general highly esteemed .... thus," he added,
lccthe ex-inhabitants of Hirgigo flourish among strangers."129
r;;

ffoncluding Remarks
',he conjuncture of a decentralized and indirect mode of Ot
man control, the unwillingness or inability of highland rulers
take control over the Red Sea coastlands, and the political
tability in the central and northern highlands during the so
led zamana masafint (1769-1855) denoted the absence of a
ong state in the region between the coast and the mountains
een the early 1600s and the middle of the nineteenth cen
. This State of affairs enabled the na'ibs to acquire power,
ose their authority and extend their influence over societies
the region. Until the middle of the nineteenth century the
emonic order established by the na'ibs provided relative se
'ty and stability in the area through political, economic, so
... and religious strategies and means. The effective control of
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major trade routes, strategically important market villages and
the ports of Hirgigo and Massawa were crucial in securing the
basis for a relatively stable regional political economy. It would
seem reasonable to argue that the pastoralist and agro-pastoralist
groups of the coasdands and the interior benefited, at least to
some extent, from na'ib control over grazing regions in the low
lands and the highland escarpments. This situation enabled them
to realize more fully the intrinsic attributes of their mode of
production by taking advantage of the system of seasonal
complementarity of lowlands with highlands. The alternative,
as proven both before and after the na'ibs' heyday, was recur
rent physical and economic insecurity, instability, and a contin
ued position of inferiority vis-a-vis larger and mightier powers
competing over supremacy in the region.
The political, economic and social networks and fields of
action linking the coast-based na'ibs with interior societies, con
tributed to shape the mosdy lowland region of present-day east
ern Eritrea and beyond.l3° The laying out of a regional infra
structure of social, political, commercial, and religious networks
and alliances connected and gravitating towards Massawa, was
one of the outcomes of these processes. Moreover, the asso
ciation of the na'ibs with Ottoman and Egyptian imperial power
and the region's close administrative association with the Hijaz
and the Islamic "holy lands" conferred on the na'ibs a presti
gious status among lowland societies. Most of these societies
were indeed in that very period induced by the na'ibs to con
vert to Islam and adopt Islamic practices. This point is impor
tant when assessing the formation and development of a dis
tinct or idealized sense of identity in Massawa and its region, a
disposition that _to this day - is closely associated in the popu
lar historical imagination with the history of Islam and its con
nections with the Red Sea world and Middle Eastern imperial
entities.
Notwithstanding, the making of a region in Massawa's close
and medium-ranged hinterlands does not preclude this region's
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fluid and dynamic connections and interactions with and across
adjacent regions. This study challenges primordial and histori
cally deterministic perceptions that tend to emphasize the his
torical disconnectedness of modern Eritrea's different regions
in the pre-colonial era. I argue that the various regional arenas
in the territory that would become Eritrea were not, as one
historian put it, "independent cultural entities with dissimilar
historical orientations" but were much more flexible, intercon
nected and porous, even before Khedival Egypt's direct role in
the area in the 1860s and 1870sYl Economically, the revival of
commerce in the Red Sea area in the second quarter of the
nineteenth century reanimated the Kassala-Massawa caravan
route which connected producers, consumers, as well as net
works of traders and transporters between Barka and Semhar.
Religious-based webs of connections also defy the idea of iso
'dated areas before the last third of the nineteenth century.
Muhammad Uthman al-Mirghani, founder of the Khatrniyya
Sufi brotherhood, initiated followers among the Bani Amer,
~/Marya, as well as in Sahel, Semhar and in the urban coastal
f~ifcenters of Massawa and Hirgigo in the 1820s.132 The Ad Shaykh
~;boly family, too, manipulated a system of family circuits and
'r};lletworks straddling the region between Barka and the Red Sea,
~at least from the 1830s onwards. Finally,as this study has shown,
lin various periods the coast-based na'ibs interacted with high
:. d rulers and chiefs - and not exclusively in antagonistic cir
stances.
From around the 1830s onwards the introduction of steam
p navigation and the subsequent commercial boom in the
r __d Sea area sparked off a truculent struggle between large
;/0 aling polities - be they from beyond the sea or from the in
d - over control of the coastlands. From the mid-1840s the
sh of sovereignties' resulted in the transition from indirect
direct Ottoman and Egyptian control, which significantly
ed the power of the na'ibs and transformed their political
tus and influence. The diminution of na'ib political power
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reflected the transformation in the meanings of sovereignty
typical of other localities in Asia and Africa at that time. As this
study has shown, Ottoman indirect control and na'ib ascen
dancy enabled the inhabitants of Massawa, Hirgigo and the wider
region to develop autonomous political, economic and social
spaces. From mid-century, with the revival of commerce and
the wave of reinvigorated imperialism - both European and
non-European, in this context - the notion of indivisible and
unitary sovereignty was increasingly imposed, representing a
break from the more amorphous methods of governance and
legitimacy that had been common under the Ottomans in the
past.':" An intimately related consequence of creeping imperi
alism from mid-century onwards was a gradual shift in the con
ception and meaning of borders. Effective military occupation
and control, together with a centralized and modernized impe
rial administration, translated into a more rigidified notion of
frontiers - one that was not there beforehand when boundaries
were nebulous and undefined. Egypt's expansionist enterprise
and imperialist ambitions in northeast Africa under Muhammad
Ali and the khedives, aspired to create territorial continuities
between possessions in the Nile Valley and the Red Sea coasts
- a process that led to a more pronounced definition of territo
rial-political boundaries. The rigidification of frontiers culmi
nated in the late nineteenth century with the creation and con
solidation of the Italian colony of Eritrea.
Following a period of instability in mid-century, the
'scramble' for the Red Sea coast culminated with the Egyptian
occupation (1865-85) of parts of the coastlands controlled by
the na'ibs until then.!" The rise of Massawa to its position as a
major Red Sea hub in a period of spectacular commercial ex
pansion crystallized and cemented even further the region be
tween the mountains and the sea. The port's role as the focal
point for not only economic and political, but also social, reli
gious and cultural activities and influence throughout the re
gion was further enhanced. In any case, the 'story' of the na'ibs
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does not end there. It is important to stress that na'ib influence
did not disappear altogether. The na'ib family continued to wield
power, at a first stage first and foremost through the domina
tion of a Widespread web of commercial networks connecting
awa
Mass
with the Nile Valley in a period of intense commer
cial vitality. There is no doubt that to some extent it also main
tained the bases of its regional authority. The Egyptians and
later the Italians were eager to develop with the na'ib family
relations of accommodation which assisted them in the admin
istration of their territories and in maintaining stability. A cer
tain degree of interdependence ultimately benefited both par
ties. The na'ibs therefore continued to convert and re-convert
the political, economic and social capital acquired in past cen
turies by adjusting and accommodating to rapidly changing times
and new opportunities.
The Egyptian administration made efforts to hold a tighter
grip on the populations of their dominions in Massawa's hin
terlands and in the process coopted the na'ibs whose political,
economic and social networks in the region were deemed in
strumental for mobilizing local populations and securing their
loyalty to the government. In the early 1870s the Egyptian ad
ministration awarded na'ib Idris Hasan (c. 1825-1905) the hon
,'orary military title of Major (sagh qolaghast) and appointed him
135
!Jl'Iazirof Semhar. But such gestures were more symbolic than
31l
ythmg else. Much like in the eighteenth century under the
both the Egyptians and the Italians (from 1885) capi
}Ialized on the historic rivalry between two factions of the na'ib
~lamily, the Bayt Hasan and Bayt 'Uthman, and manipulated
i,'rontesting holders to the office of the na'ib and its privileges,
~in employing "divide and rule" tactics. In the Italian colonial
eriod, the na'ibs worked with the administration in various
pacities, received government subventions and maintained
'me minimal administrative autonomy in their villages in
ssawa's suburbs (especially Hirgigo and Omkullo). Accom
ation to Italian colonial rule was instrumental in promot

r

~Ottomans,
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ing local municipal and economic interests, but the na'ibs' former
politically powerful position remained a symbolic vestige of the
past. In 1888 the Italian authorities formally divided the now
diminished office of the na'ib between the two family lines.
The Bayt Hasan retained Hirgigo under 'Abd al-Karim Abd al
Rahim, and the Bayt 'Uthman took charge of Omkullo and
Hetumlo under Idris Hasan.!" Further research into the posi
tion, role and bases of power of the na'ibs as power brokers
under the Egyptians (1865-1885), the Italians (1885-1941) and
beyond, is therefore warmly encouraged.
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ihis brief article' attempts to present the strategic im
portance of the Keren district in the Eritrean northern
caravan trade route from the earliest times to the nine
enth century.
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e Geo-Strategic Location of Keren
e district of Keren, known as Bogos by the Tigrigna-speak
~, ~ neighboring district, and as Sanhit by the Tigrae-speaking
-·cStricts, is a mountainous region tightly welded to the Hamasen
reau. It may be considered the northern appendage of that
teau. It is a centre of the Ansaba valley which extends from
e Barka valley to the Red Sea Coast. The deep valley of the
er Ansaba splits that mountainous mass into two: the eastern
constitutes the Habab and Mansa, while the western por
constitutes the Marya and the Land of the Blean (Bogos,
it). Bogos, which forms a sort of lower shelf of the
asen plateau, stands at about 700 meters above the Barka
800 meters below Hamasen. It is bordered by the Marya
Habab in the north, by Bejjuk and Mansa in the east, by
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